BG GDI Intake Valve Cleaning Service on 1.6L Turbo Mini
Cooper
August 4, 2016 || 16-411
The Mini Cooper, 1.6L, Intake Adaptor, PN 8004, is required to perform a BG Intake System Cleaning Service on Mini
Cooper vehicles equipped with the 1.6L turbo engines. Note: It is recommended to only run one 11 ounce (325 mL) can
of BG GDI Intake Valve Cleaner, PN 260, at a time. For best results, let the vehicle idle for 15 minutes and test drive
between 11 ounce (325 mL) can applications.
To perform the BG GDI Intake Valve Cleaning Service, follow these steps.
1. Remove three screws holding the airbox lid in place. Loosen the clamp on the driver’s side of the airbox. Unplug
the mass airflow (MAF) sensor. Remove lid from the airbox. Remove air filter.

2. Remove a single screw from the bottom half of the airbox. Lift the airbox up to access the manifold absolute
pressure (MAP) sensor.

3. Next, remove the MAP sensor bolt and the MAP sensor from the intake.

4. Replace the MAP sensor with the Mini Cooper, 1.6L, Intake Adaptor, PN 8004, and perform the BG GDI Intake
Valve Cleaning Service following the BG 8000-series Intake Adaptor Instructions, PN 8001-10.

5. Remove PN 8004 and re-install the MAP sensor.
6. Re-install the airbox and plug in the MAF sensor.
7. Clear any diagnostic trouble codes.
Note: The spray nozzle on this adaptor will result in a run time of approximately 15 minutes per 11 ounces (325 mL) of
product.
IMPORTANT! Before attaching the adaptor to the vehicle, check the spray pattern of the nozzle. If the nozzle is
restricted, remove it from the end of the adaptor, blow compressed air through it and shake it until the pellet inside
moves freely.

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

BG Air Intake System Cleaning on 1.8L Audi & Volkswagen
vehicles
July 18, 2016 || 16-409
The VW 1.8 L Intake Adaptor, PN 8006, is required to perform a BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service on
Volkswagen and Audi vehicles equipped with the 1.8L engine.
To perform the BG Air Intake System Cleaning follow these steps.

1. Unplug the manifold absolute pressure (MAP) sensor.

2. Remove the MAP sensor bolt and the MAP sensor from the intake.
3. Install the VW 1.8 L Intake Adaptor, PN 8006, into the intake.

4. Secure PN 8006 with the OEM bolt.
5. Perform the BG Air Intake System Cleaning following the BG 8000-series Intake Adaptors Instructions, PN 800110.
6. Remove PN 8006 and re-install the MAP sensor.

Note: The spray nozzle on this adaptor will result in a run time of approximately 15 minutes per 11 ounces (325
mL) of product.
IMPORTANT! Before attaching the adaptor to the vehicle, check the spray pattern of the nozzle. If the nozzle is
restricted, remove it from the end of the adaptor, blow compressed air through it and shake it until the pellet
inside moves freely.
If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

BG Transmission Service on Dodge, Chrysler and Jeep with 8-speed ZF
transmissions
December 11, 2015 || 16-393
Cooler lines and thermostats have different variations on 2014 Dodge, Chrysler and Jeep vehicles equipped with 8-speed
ZF transmissions. As a result, there is no flow when the BG PF5 or BG PXT® are connected to the cooler lines. BG has
adaptors and procedures to service these transmissions regardless of temperature.
To perform the BG Transmission Service on Dodge*, Chrysler and Jeep vehicles equipped with 8-speed transmissions
with aluminum thermostat blocks, directly in the cooler lines, the following two procedures can be used to service these
transmissions.
*See this Tech Tip for the procedure for 2014 Dodge 1500 with 8-speed ZF transmission.
Procedure 1
Disconnect one transmission cooler line from the thermostat on the transmission side of the aluminum thermostat block.
Note: If the machine is hooked to the cooler side of the aluminum block, there will be no flow.
1. Use adaptors TF832122QC & TF832123QC to connect to the thermostat block and the cooler line.

2. Connect the service hoses to the fittings
3. Complete BG Transmission Service as normal.
4. Reverse procedure when finished.
Procedure 2
There are quick connect adaptors where the transmission cooler lines run into the transmission. To perform the BG
Transmission Service, both lines must be removed.
1. Disconnect both quick connect lines.
2. Use two TF83233QC adaptors to connect to the transmission.

3. Use two TF83242QC adaptors to make the connections accessible.

4. Connect the service hoses and perform the service as usual.
5. Reverse procedure when finished.
Note: Make sure to check the fluid level after any service, per OEM recommendations.

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service on Volkswagen 2.0L
December 7, 2015 || 16-391
On Volkswagen vehicles equipped with 2.0L engines, the throttle body opening is facing straight down. To perform the
BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service on these vehicles, use the VW 2.0L GDI Intake Adaptor, PN 8002, instead of the
BG AIS Cleaning Tool, PN 9206.
To perform the BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service:
1. Remove the screw holding the intake air temperature sensor into the port.
2. Remove the air intake temperature sensor.

3. Insert the VW 2.0L GDI Intake Adaptor, PN 8002, into the port.

4. Attach BG VIA® supply tool to adaptor, run at 100 PSI and perform BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service.

Note: The nozzle on the VW 2.0L GDI Intake Adaptor, PN 8002, is smaller than the standard 1.0 GPH spray jet. This will
result in a run time of around 15 minutes per 11 ounces (325 mL) of product, compared to the current 8 minutes.
Note: Before attaching the adaptor, check the spray pattern of the nozzle. If the nozzle becomes restricted, simply shake it.
These nozzles are self-cleaning.

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service on Ford 1.6L EcoBoost®
December 7, 2015 || 16-390
On 2010 and newer Ford vehicles equipped with 1.6L EcoBoost® engines, the throttle body opening is facing straight
down. To perform the BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service on these vehicles, use the Ford 1.6L EcoBoost® GDI Intake
Adaptor, PN 8001, instead of the BG AIS Cleaning Tool, PN 9206.
To perform the BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service:
1. Unplug the vacuum line.

2. Attach the Ford 1.6 EcoBoost® GDI Intake Adaptor, PN 8001, to the open vacuum port on the intake manifold.

3. Attach BG VIA® supply tool to adaptor, run at 100 PSI and perform BG Air Intake Service.

Note: The nozzle on the Ford 1.6L EcoBoost® GDI Intake Adaptor, PN 8001, is smaller than the standard 1.0 GPH spray
jet. This will result in a run time of around 15 minutes per 11 ounces (325 mL) of product, compared to the current 8
minutes.
Note: Before attaching the adaptor, check the spray pattern of the nozzle. If the nozzle becomes restricted, simply shake it.
These nozzles are self-cleaning.

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

Updated: BG 1Q VIA™ look and functionality
June 23, 2015 || 15-380
The BG 1Q VIA™ has transitioned from PN 9210Q to PN 9290-500, which includes a few structural changes, including:
1. Three-in-one ball valve.
2. Repositioned 903GT hose exits the ball valve toward the back for improved clearance and reduced strain on hose.

3. Large knurled cap for easier opening.
4. Larger cap opening for easier filling.
5. Larger threads on cap to reduce the chance of threads wearing out/stripping.

6. Heavy duty cap lanyard lasts longer.
7. Pressure release button replaces T-handle vent.

BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service and turbocharged or supercharged
engines
May 18, 2015 || 15-377
To perform a BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service on a vehicle with a turbo charged engine, install the BG AIS
Cleaning Tool between the turbo and the throttle body. To do so, you must remove the air intake hose between the turbo
and the throttle body.
Do not spray BG Air Intake System Cleaner through the turbo! The turbo has oil seals that may dry out or damage easily.
If the seals are damaged, oil can leak into the air intake system. Also, some turbos have a coating on the internal
components that BG Air Intake System Cleaner may remove.
BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service should NOT be performed on supercharged engines!

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

BG Fuel Injection Service on Harley Davidson models
November 11, 2014 || 14-373
Like their automotive cousins, Harleys can also experience the same fuel injection deposit issues that are linked to many
drivability issues and OBD II codes.
BG Products supplies BG Fuel Injection System Cleaner, PN 210, with the BG VIA™ Vehicle Injection Apparatus™, PN
9290-200, and adaptor PN 97882, to rapidly dissolve these deposits found in fuel injection system.
This service will safely clean the fuel injection system and restore power to 2001–present Softail, 2002–present Touring
models, 2004–present Dyna Glide, 2007–present Sportster.

Updated: BG Dual VIA™ look and functionality
July 28, 2014 || 14-369
The BG Dual VIA™ has transitioned from PN 9230 to PN 9290-300, which includes a few structural changes, including:
1. Three-in-one ball valve.
2. Repositioned 903GT hose exits the ball valve toward the back of the tool instead of straight down. This keeps it more
out-of-the-way and reduces strain on the hose.

3. Large knurled cap for easier opening.
4. Larger cap opening for easier filling.
5. Larger threads on cap to reduce the chance of threads wearing out/stripping.

6. Heavy duty cap lanyard lasts longer.
7. Pressure release button replaces T-handle vent.

How to prevent fuel pump failure
June 3, 2014 || 14-366
Electric fuel pumps mounted inside fuel tanks have the following characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

High outlet pressure for fuel injectors.
Low suction. Typical of rotary pumps.
Commonly part of an assembly including a 70 um mesh filter and a sending unit.
Requires sufficient fuel flow to lubricate and cool the pump.

Typical causes of fuel pump failure:
1. The repair industry considers fuel as a form of lubricant for the fast/high rpm of the impeller style fuel pump. Low
fuel levels in the tank allow for the impeller to generate an air infused fuel. This drops the resistance/load on the
pump causing the pump to spin faster in a semi dry environment, damaging the pump and or the motor.
2. Abrasive material in the gasoline. The fuel screen/filter in the tank only filters large particles (70 um and above)
and the smaller, generally equally abrasive particles, which can cause wear to the commutator and brushes on the
pump are left to flow through. This will cause the pump to pull more amperage to maintain a constant pressure at
the injectors creating overheating and possible failure. On a separate note: A burned or corroded connector from
the fuel pump assembly to the power source is a fairly common and if not replaced when replacing the pump
assembly, the possibility of the second pump failing is high.
3. Fouled fuel filter between the pump and injector. A fouled fuel filter causing resistance to flow can again cause
fuel pump overheating and failure.
4. Poor quality gasoline. Gasoline that is corrosive or contains heavy, sticky, black goo-like material can cause fuel
pump failure by corroding the electrical connections or creating iron oxide (rust) or other abrasive byproducts of
metal corrosion.
Preventive maintenance to help avoid fuel pump failure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Avoid running very low on fuel.
Replace the in-line fuel filter before becoming excessively blocked and restricting fuel flow.
Purchase good quality gasoline and maintain clean storage tanks and an effective delivery filtration system.
BG 44K provides a rapid clean-up of corrosive deposits on the fuel sending unit.
Use BG CF5 or BG Supercharge II, which contain antioxidants (to prevent sticky gum and varnish formation),
dispersants (to not only clean injectors but to disperse any black goo-like material formed in the gasoline), and
multi-metal corrosion inhibitors. The corrosion inhibitors should inhibit not only the rusting process, but also
inhibit copper, brass, and silver (sending unit) corrosion as well.
®

®

®

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

9290 Ball Valve Retrofit for 9210
March 19, 2013 || 13-359
9290 Ball Valve Retrofit for 9210, PN 9290-019, is now available. This new part allows the BG 11 VIA™, PN 9210, or
BG Inject-A-Flush® Apparatus, PN 9210, to have the same ball valve configuration as a BG VIA™, PN 9290-200.

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

PACCAR Female Adaptor
January 7, 2013 || 13-356
The PACCAR Female Adaptor, PN 9700-155, is used to perform fuel services on PACCAR branded motors. This will be
added to the Complete Adaptor Set for PN 9700, PN 9700-200, as well as the Heavy Duty Adaptor Set for PN 9700, PN
9700-300. It is in stock and available.

8mm and 10mm fuel adaptors
October 8, 2012 || 12-351
The 10mm Female Quick Connect, PN 978105, 10mm Male Quick Connect, PN 978106, 8mm Female Quick Connect,
PN 978107, and 8mm Male Quick Connect, PN 978108, are now available.
These are used to perform fuel services on late model Land Rover vehicles.

If you have any questions, please contact BG technical department.

BG Ford 6.7L coolant adaptors
June 5, 2012 || 12-343
Ford 6.7L coolant adaptor female, PN 991-029, and Ford 6.7L coolant adaptor male, PN 991-030, allow BG Cooling
System Service to be performed on 6.7L Ford diesel engines. Both are required to do the service.

VIA™ quick connects
April 10, 2012 || 12-340
BG now has two quick connects available, which convert BG VIA™ supply tools and fuel fittings from screw-on to quick
connect attachment. The VIA™ female quick connect, PN 978111, threads onto the BG VIA™ supply tool hose. The VIA™
male quick connect, PN 978110, threads onto any fuel fitting, as well as the BG AIS Cleaning Tool, PN 9206. Once
installed, they allow for simple and convenient quick connect hook-ups. The quick connects will replace PN 978101 and
PN 978102. Both are required to do the service.

Loose jet inserts in 9206 and 9255-550 spray nozzles
October 18, 2011 || 11-333
We recently discovered a small number of 9206 and 9255-550 spray nozzles have loose jet inserts. This allows the
product to be sprayed at an accelerated rate of delivery, which could cause catastrophic hydro-locking of the engine. At
this time, it’s important that you go through your inventory and remove the filter screen to tighten the jet insert (see
photos) on the following part numbers: 9206, 9206J, 9206RKL, 9207JS, 9245-002, 9245J, 9255-025, 9255-036, 9255-550
and 9255-550-01.
We have already checked our inventory and corrected nozzles are currently being shipped. We greatly appreciate your
help in this matter. If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

Porsche Fuel Service Adaptor
October 18, 2011 || 11-331
The new Porsche Fuel Service Adaptor, Part No. 978109, is in stock and available for order. The GM Throttle Body
Injection Adaptor, Part No. 97883, and the Universal cap, Part No. 97843, are also needed to perform the service.

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

Hydrolocking and BG Services
June 6, 2011 || 11-328
There has been some concern about hydrolocking engines the BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service and the BG
Gasoline Direct Injection Service.
Hydrolocking most commonly occurs in the reciprocating internal combustion engine, when a volume of liquid greater
than the volume of the cylinder at its minimum (end of the piston’s stroke) enters the cylinder. Hence, the piston cannot
complete its cycle; causing the engine to either stop rotating or mechanically fail.
The most common service in question is BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service using BG Air Intake System Cleaner,
PN 206, and BG AIS Cleaning Tool, PN 9206. BG recommends strict adherence to the following steps:

• While performing a BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service, you must raise the engine RPM every two to three
minutes. Slowly rev the engine to make sure chemistry accumulation has cleared.
Important: If the intake is designed so that accumulation of the product is more likely to occur, raise the engine
RPM more often. BG Tech Tip No. 06-247, BG Air Intake System (AIS) Cleaning and Dodge Neon Plenums,
recommends to raise the engine RPM every 30 seconds to prevent hydrolocking. Lexus direct injected engines are
also prone to accumulation in the intake system.
• After the service, idle the engine for 15 minutes, so residual product can evaporate.
BG recommends strict adherence to the following steps in the BG Gasoline Direct Injection Service using BG Gasoline
Direct Injection Cleaner, PNs 271 and 272:
• Remove spark plugs and place rags over the spark plug holes to block splash of product spraying.
• Crank the engine to remove residue in the combustion chamber and to avoid hydrolocking.
• Always allow vehicle to idle for 15 minutes after service. Any residual chemical left behind will be purged from the
engine. Any type of solenoids, sensors, relays, modules, switches or valves can fail if the vehicle isn’t allowed run time
after the service.
BG is not liable for damage to engines when proper procedures are not followed. BG representatives are directly
responsible for proper training of all BG processes and procedures.

BG Ducati Adaptor
March 22, 2011 || 11-325
The new Ducati Female Adaptor, Part No. 978103, is used the to perform fuel services on fuel injected Ducati
motorcycles.

Custom parts for BG chemistry
April 9, 2009 || 09-294
The design and quality of BG tools and adaptors have been a significant contributing factor to BG’s growth over the
years. Through trials and tribulations, our goal has always been to build durable, safe tools that are simple to operate and
easy to maintain.
Additionally, the performance of BG chemistry is unsurpassable in the market. For our products to reach this level of
effectiveness, they are often formulated with powerful chemistry that requires special containment means in storage,
packaging and use. Deemed professional-use products, they often require special training and custom engineered tools and

adaptors for application. In fact, we’ve found that some BG products have the potential to destroy rubber, plastic and
metal. Flammables under pressure deserve the highest respect, especially around hot, running vehicle engines.
In BG Tech Tip No. 09-290, we specified that the Induction Service female quick connect adaptor, Part No. 978102,
contains specially engineered components. In the development stages, we collaborated with Parker Hannifin and built this
custom piece to withstand BG chemistry. An off-the-shelf adaptor may not survive the wear and tear of BG’s powerful
chemistry.
We are aware that there are low quality knock-offs of BG tools in the market at lower prices. To remain competitive, BG
Distributors are often compelled to provide their customers with authentic BG tools at below cost or even free.
Because BG’s tools and adaptors are specially engineered, the part can be considered expensive in comparison to what is
on the market. However, the expense is necessary to maintain the BG standard of efficiency, safety and durability in all
products, tools and equipment.
(ref: BG Tech Tip No. 09-290)

New Induction service quick connect adaptors
February 27, 2009 || 09-290
BG now has two adaptors available which convert BG VIATM supply tools and fuel fittings from screw-on to quickconnect attachment.
The Induction service female quick connect adaptor, Part No. 978102, threads onto the BG VIATM supply tool hose.
The Induction service male quick connect adaptor, Part No. 978101, threads onto any fuel fitting, as well as the BG AIS
Cleaning Tool, Part No. 9206.
Once installed, these adaptors allow for simple and convenient quick connect hook-ups.

ETB cleaning procedure
November 3, 2008 || 08-283
Electronic Throttle Body (ETB) cleaning procedure, using the BG Air Intake System (AIS) Cleaning (This
procedure is recommended for any vehicle equipped with ETB.)
Make sure the engine is running with the lights on and vent fan on high at all times during the service. The lights and vent
fan will put a load on the engine causing the engine idle to go down. To compensate for the low idle the computer will

slightly open the throttle plate to maintain a constant idle. Slightly opening the throttle plate to create more airflow will
create a vacuum in the engine which will suck the product past the actuator motor, preventing damage.
Do not use BG Throttle Body and Intake Cleaner, Part. No. 406, or BG Mass Air Flow Sensor Cleaner, Part. No. 4073, to
clean ETB. Spraying the product directly where the throttle plate shaft enters the electric actuator motor may allow
product to enter the electronics, causing damage.
Important: ALWAYS allow vehicle to run 20 minutes after the BG Air Intake System cleaning. Any residual
cleaner left behind will be purged from the engine.
If there are any questions please contact Ryan Weems at BG Headquarters.
Warning: Do not manually force open the electronic throttle plate. The electronics in the throttle body may be damaged
causing a DTC that can only be reset by replacing the throttle body.
Do not manually force the open the throttle plate with finger. If ignition is on when throttle is forced open, severe damage
or loss of finger is possible.

2.2L Ecotec 9800 adaptor
August 22, 2008 || 08-277
The 2.2L Ecotec Chevy engine has a canister style oil filter that is designed differently than other canister oil filters. Air
flushing and injecting the oil and MOA® cannot be done using the probe assembly. If the usual probe assembly is used on
this engine, the air, oil and MOA® will be injected directly into the oil pan–bypassing the oil system of the engine
completely. Therefore, performing a Performance Oil Change Service will require the use of a special adaptor.The special
2.2L Ecotec oil filter adaptor, Part No. 9800-119, will direct the air flush and injection of the oil and MOA® though the oil
passages of the engine.
This 2.2L Ecotec Chevy engine is used on Chevy, Oldsmobile and Saturn vehicles.

Hyundai 2.7L Fuel Injection Service
February 15, 2008 || 08-271

There have been several instances where the fuel tank has swelled during a fuel injection service on 2.7L Hyundai
vehicles. This happens because the air pressure on the supply tool is adjusted too high. Setting the air pressure too high
will override the fuel pressure regulator allowing product and air to be pumped into the fuel tank.
The fuel pressure regulator on this vehicle is set around 40 PSI. Any pressure above 40 PSI will override the fuel pressure
regulator.
Hyundai fuel tanks have a rollover valve that closes, preventing the excess pressure to escape. Even with the gas cap
removed, the rollover valve will not allow the excess pressure to escape. To avoid this problem, disconnect and plug the
return line. Plugging the return line will eliminate the possibility of excess pressure getting into the fuel tank.
BG fittings required: 97833 for supply side and 97812 with 97844 for return side.
Adjust supply tool air pressure to 35 PSI.

Ford fuel injection Schrader fitting
November 16, 2007 || 07-267
In 2004 Ford did away with the fuel schrader test port on the fuel rail. This eliminated the ability to manually check the
fuel pressure. Removing the fuel Schrader test port also eliminated the ability to clean the injectors through the fuel
schrader test port. BG has developed the BG Ford schrader adaptor assembly, Part No. 978100, which can be placed
between the fuel line and fuel rail. This adaptor allows you to manually check fuel pressure and clean the fuel injectors.

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

Worn retaining clips
October 5, 2007 || 07-263
Occasionally the retaining clip on one of the BG female quick connect fittings have become worn, subsequently allowing
the fitting to come off the vehicle during a BG service. These clips are made of spring steel. If a clip has become stretched
or is fitting loosely, it can be removed and simply bent back into shape. The clips can also be replaced.
The following part numbers are the replacement clips for each BG female quick connect fitting.

BG Transmission Fittings
Quick connect fitting Replacement clip
TF83272QC TF83272-1
TF83273QC TF83273-1
TF83279QC TF83279-1
TF83280QC TF38280-1
TF83261F TF83279-1
TF83260F TF83273-1
BG Diesel Injector Fittings
Quick connect fitting Replacement clip
9700-107 TF83280-1

9700-109 TF83272-1
9700-111 97847-02
9700-113 TF83279-1
BG Injector Fittings
Quick connect fitting Replacement clip
97814 TF83280-1
97847 97847-02
97863 TF83272-1

Induction service male and female quick connects
December 20, 2006 || 06-253
For several years we have been asked to come up with a quick coupler for use with the BG 9210 and injector fuel rail
adaptors. The challenge has been to find couplers with seals that could stand up to BG Air Intake System Cleaner, Part
No. 206, and BG ISC®, Part No. 211, at a reasonable cost. After much testing, we have found a quick coupler that seals
on both the male and female side, will survive in BG chemistry and is affordable. The 2 parts are available individually.
One female coupler works for both the BG 9210 and BG 9230, but you may want several male plugs so your customer
does not have to be constantly moving the plug from one adaptor to another.

Volvo plenum adaptor
November 21, 2006 || 06-252
BG has available a new adaptor to assist cleaning the plenums on 1999 and newer Volvos: Volvo Plenum
Adaptor Assembly, Part No. 9245-002.
The opening to the throttle plate is located on the bottom side of these plenums. This makes it nearly impossible to
perform a conventional BG Air Intake System Cleaning service. These plenums have a vacuum port on the side that
supplies vacuum to the brake booster. Remove this port and replace it with the Volvo Plenum Adaptor Assembly.

After installation of the Volvo Plenum Adaptor Assembly follow the standard procedure for a BG Air Intake
System Cleaning Service.

BG Air Intake System (AIS) Cleaning and Dodge Neon Plenums
July 14, 2006 || 06-247
CAUTION: Due to the design of the Dodge Neon plenum, “puddling” of cleaning chemistry will occur!
While performing an AIS service you must raise the engine RPM every 30 seconds. Slowly “goose” the engine to make
sure chemistry “puddles” have cleared.
BG Air Intake System Cleaner, Part No. 206, is the ONLY chemistry to be used on this vehicle as it is formulated to
atomize, thus minimizing “puddles.” DO NOT mix Air Intake System Cleaner with any other cleaners.
After the service allow vehicle to idle for 15 minutes, allowing residual product to evaporate.
HYDRO-LOCKING of the engine will happen if this procedure in not followed.

BG Air Intake System Cleaning on 2004 and newer Nissans
March 1, 2006 || 06-244
There have been concerns about performing BG Air Intake System (AIS) cleaning on 2004 model and newer Nissans.
These vehicles are equipped with an electronically-controlled throttle body (ETB). The ETB eliminates the need for a
mechanical cable to connect the throttle body to the accelerator pedal. The throttle body houses the throttle plate, electric
actuator motor, throttle position sensors (TPS) and gears. Pedal Position Sensors, along with inputs from other sensors, set
the throttle blade to predetermined positions. The concern is that after the BG AIS cleaning, the vehicle develops a high
idle condition. This high idle condition will set a diagnostic trouble code (DTC).
Nissan has a TSB no. NTB05-067 that gives an idle relearn procedure using the factory scan tool. Nissan basically states
that this relearn procedure is necessary when the ETB is replaced or cleaned. The idle may be higher after throttle body
deposits are reduced (by replacement or cleaning).
Alldata also has a throttle relearn procedure that can be done without the factory scan tool.
The BG Test Lab has performed the BG AIS cleaning on several Nissans without any problems. No high idle or DTC
resulted. Following the procedure contained herein has proven to work for us.

We have also replaced an ETB with one which was thought to be defective. The idle on the vehicle was high with the
replacement ETB. We were able to reset the idle by following the idle relearn procedure that was sent to us by Sam
Roberts from Kasco. This procedure is similar to the Alldata procedure.
Idle relearn procedure
1. Make sure that accelerator pedal is fully released.
2. Turn ignition switch “on,” wait at least 5 seconds.
3. Turn ignition switch “off,” wait at least 15 seconds.
4. Turn ignition switch “on,” wait at least 5 seconds.
5. Turn ignition switch “off,” wait at least 15 seconds.
6. Start vehicle
We have replaced one ETB that was bad, upon which we were not able to reset the idle. This vehicle was not taken to a
Nissan dealer to see if they could reset it. Upon inspection of the ETB, the TPS tested bad. After disassembling the ETB,
no signs of product were found inside the housing of the unit. This problem was discussed with several Nissan techs who
acknowledged that Nissan is having some issues with the TPS on these vehicles. We do not believe that the BG AIS
cleaning had anything to do with the failure of this particular ETB.
ETB cleaning procedure (This procedure is recommended for any vehicle equipped with ETB.)
Make sure the engine is running with the lights on and vent fan on high at all times during the service. The lights and vent
fan will put a load on the engine causing the engine idle to go down. To compensate for the low idle the computer will
slightly open the throttle plate to maintain a constant idle. Slightly opening the throttle plate to create more airflow will
create a vacuum in the engine which will suck the product past the actuator motor, preventing damage.
Do not use BG Throttle Body and Intake Cleaner, Part. No. 406, on this system. Spraying the BG 406 directly where the
throttle plate shaft enters the electric actuator motor may allow product to enter the electronics, causing damage.
Important: ALWAYS allow vehicle to run 20 minutes after the BG AIS cleaning. Any residual cleaner left behind
will be purged from the engine.
If there are any questions please contact Ryan Weems at BG Headquarters.
Warning: Do not manually force open the electronic throttle plate. The electronics in the throttle body may be damaged
causing a DTC that can only be reset by replacing the throttle body.
Do not manually force the open the throttle plate with finger. If ignition is on when throttle is forced open,severe damage
or loss of finger is possible.

No benzene in BG products
February 13, 2006 || 06-243
By Dustin Willhite, Director of Laboratories
The purpose of this bulletin is to inform and educate you on the subject of hazardous chemicals as they apply to our
products. For example, we get quite a few questions each year concerning the chemical benzene and whether it is used in
any of our products. Let us shed some light on this and hopefully dispel any misinformation that may exist about its use.
Benzene is classified as an aromatic hydrocarbon and is a liquid solvent at room temperature. It is regulated as a
“controlled substance” because it has been shown to pose a long-term health hazard, and it is listed as a carcinogenic
substance (cancer-causing). As a controlled substance, it must be listed on an MSDS if used at concentrations at or above
0.1%.

As a hard and fast rule, BG Products, Inc. does not use benzene as an additive or supplemental ingredient in any of our
products. Sometimes an MSDS will list a number of chemicals that are mandated to report by law, even though they are
only present as a tiny fraction of the entire mixture. In cases like this, even though a chemical is listed on the MSDS, it is
to be remembered that its concentration may be far below that which would cause a health risk. To determine the presence
of a chemical, simply look for the CAS (Chemical Abstract Service) number listed under the ingredients section on an
MSDS. This CAS number is unique for each chemical. For instance, the CAS number for benzene is 71-43-2. Unless the
chemical listed has this exact number, it is not benzene. Although other chemicalsmay contain the word “benzene,” if they
have a different CAS number, they are NOT benzene. It is important to remember that other chemicals that are similar to
benzene, but not as toxic, may contain the word “benzene” in their name. One such example is 1,3,5,-Trimethylbenzene.
This is NOT the same chemical as benzene, and its hazards are not the same as those of benzene. Do not confuse
chemicals such as these with benzene itself, for they are quite distinct and different and are not treated in the same manner
from a health and safety standpoint. All other chemicalsthat are derivatives of benzene have their own set of standards and
risks, which compare similarly to other chemicals commonly found in automotive and vehicle service shops.We all-toofrequently hear of instances where competitive salespersons have exploited this word-association of benzene to scare off
clients by inferring that we use benzene in our products. This is false information and should be corrected immediately
with the truth.
BG Products, Inc. does not use benzene as an ingredient in any of our chemicals or products. The USEPA and
OSHA regulate the use of benzene and by law require that it be listed on MSDS information. As such, every MSDS for
products manufactured by a company should list benzene if indeed it is in the respective product at concentrationsof 0.1%
or greater.
BG Products, Inc. takes care to formulate each and every one of our products so that they are as safe and effective as
possible. When used as directed, our products will not cause any increased health risks to your customers.
In closing, it is safe to say that many misconceptions about toxic chemicals exist, especially benzene. Please know that it
takes an educated understanding of these chemistries to properly deduce their risk. Do not make the mistake of allowing
unqualified sources to misinform either you or your customers about the safety of our products. Be assured that the federal
government regulates all hazardous substances, and we are in complete compliance in every respect.
As a point of information for your BG customers, you may inform them that benzene can be found in gasoline,
automotive exhaust, paint fumes and even cigarette smoke, but not in BG products!

Jaguar Fuel Rail Adaptor
January 4, 2006 || 06-236
Late model Jaguars have an electronic fuel pressure sensor located on the fuel rail. We have had several situations where
this sensor has failed after an injector cleaning service. The sensor can be removed and replaced with a BG fuel rail
adaptor, Part No. 97887. After installing the adaptor on the rail follow the normal fuel injector cleaning procedure to
complete the service.

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

VW Diesel Air Intake & Exhaust Cleaning System
October 18, 2005 || 05-230
Important change in service instruction!
After monitoring this service in the field for the past several months, we find some adjustments need to be made.BG will
no longer recommend using the BG VW Diesel Air Intake & Exhaust Cleaning System, Part No. 9250, as a repair
service for severely restricted air intakes and exhaust coolers. It should be used as a maintenance service only.
Here is the rule. If the narrowest opening in the air intake throat where the auger would go is less than one inch in
diameter, do not use the BG service on either the air intake or the exhaust cooler. The intake and exhaust cooler should be
removed and replaced or manually cleaned.
We have some reports of stuck turbos and solid deposits getting into the combustion chambers. This small displacement
diesel engine is not capable of digesting much removed deposit material, especially as solids.
In the few cases of stuck turbos, we have found that most were stuck before the service, but occasionally one will stick
from doing the exhaust tube service. On a badly plugged exhaust cooler the loosened deposit material may collect on the
turbo. If the turbo becomes stuck during the service, the tech can usually flush it open by running 3–4 cans of BG
Induction System Cleaner, Part No. 211, through the exhaust tube flush tool chased by at least 15 minutes of just
air running through the tool.
However, if the rule to “clean or not to clean,” described above is followed, the incidents of turbo plugging caused by the
service should be very rare.
Also, there have been a few instances where the air damper that controls the vacuum on the air intake adaptor is being
completely closed during the service. This action forces the engine to take in an overdose of cleaner through the venturi
system which can lock or seriously damage the engine. Be sure to train techs never to close the damper past the #1
mark.
To recap, BG no longer recommends this service as a repair service, but as a maintenance service only.
Attached is a page that can be handed out to supercede the instructions in the reference manual on this service.Please
disseminate this information as quickly as possible.

BG Air Intake System Cleaning electronically-controlled throttle body
June 23, 2005 || 05-225

This is an update to Tech Tip No. 03-164
Most automotive manufacturers are starting to use an electronically-controlled throttle body, where a mechanical cable no
longer connects the throttle body to the accelerator pedal. The throttle body houses the throttle plate, electric actuator
motor, throttle position sensors and gears. Pedal position sensors, along with inputs from other sensors, set the throttle
blade to predetermined positions.
The BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service (BG AIS Cleaning Tool, Part No. 9206, and BG Air Intake System Cleaner,
Part No. 206) can be successfully performed on these electronically-controlled throttle bodies. Make sure the engine is
running with the lights on and vent fan on high at all times during the service. The lights and vent fan will put a load on
the engine causing the engine idle to go down. To compensate for the low idle, the computer will open the throttle plate
slightly to maintain a constant idle. Slightly opening the throttle plate to create more airflow along with the vacuum
created by the engine will suck the product past the actuator motor, preventing damage.
Always allow vehicle to run after a BG Air Induction System Service. Any residual cleaner left behind will be purged
from the engine. Test drive vehicle to check for diagnostic trouble codes or any other problems that may arise. If vehicle
cannot be driven, allow it to idle for 20 minutes.
We do not recommend using BG Throttle Body & Intake Cleaner, Part No. 406, on these systems. Spraying BG Throttle
Body & Intake Cleaner directly where the throttle plate shaft enters the electric actuator motor may allow product to enter
the motor, causing damage.
Warning: Do not manually force open the electronic throttle plate. The electronics in the throttle body may be damaged
causing a Diagonistic Trouble Code that can only be reset by replacing the throttle body. Do not manually force open the
throttle plate with finger. If ignition is on when throttle is forced open severe damage to or loss of finger is possible!

BG fuel injection cleaning on Harley-Davidson motorcycles—1999 and older
April 29, 2005 || 05-220
Harley-Davidson motorcycles, 1999 and older, have a threaded fuel fitting located on the bottom of the fuel tank. The fuel
line can be unthreaded from the fuel tank. The male fitting coming off the fuel tank is dripless. The Harley-Davidson
adaptor, M18 x 1.5, Part No. 97885, will thread onto the female fuel line. Attach appropriate BG cleaning tool and
perform the service. This fitting is available and will soon be included in the BG Powersports Inject-A-Flush® Fuel
Injector Cleaning System, Part No. 97902.

Porsche gives verbal recognition of BG
April 29, 2005 || 05-219
Mickey Dayan, Bob Stewart and Richard Augustus have spoken with Porsche factory service personnel about deposit
problems. A factory test was then designed and conducted. The results confirmed that the combination of BG Fuel
Injection System Cleaner, Part No. 210, through the fuel rail; and BG 44K®, Part No. 208, in the fuel tank, removes the
deposits. The test also determined that these products had no negative affects and did not harm the engine or the catalytic
converter.
Richard Augustus spoke with Ken Gould at Porsche North America in Atlanta. Ken advised that if the Porsche dealerships
call the hot line or contact the regional reps they would “OK the use of BG products to remove deposits.”
Porsche will NOT send out a bulletin containing this information.

Flexible fuel injector Schrader fittings
January 17, 2005 || 05-208
BG now has flexible fuel injector Schrader fittings for Ford, Part No. 97892, and Chevy/Chrysler, Part No. 97893,
applications.
Note: In hard-to-reach situations these flexible fittings will make it much easier to connect to the Schrader valves.

BG Induction Product Recommendations
January 7, 2005 || 05-207
By Michael Belluomo, BG Technical Services Rep.
Continued misapplication of our induction chemicals in the field has BG concerned that we are not providing our
customers with the best automotive services possible. Please read and adhere to the following recommendations so that
you will have even greater success with all our products and tools in 2005!
BG Air Intake System Cleaner, Part No. 206: This product has a very effective degreasing action in the plenum and is
designed to allow maximum surface contact with sticky fuel deposits. It is the only cleaner we recommend for use in the
plenum service. In most vehicle air induction systems, two 11 oz. cans of BG Air Intake System Cleaner will be needed to
sufficiently clean the plenum. The volatility of BG Air Intake System Cleaner is carefully tailored for the plenum and is
unlike any of our other chemicals. Do not substitute other products in this service, as you will not achieve better cleaning.
BG Fuel Injection System Cleaner, Part No. 210: This product is formulated to be used in the fuel rail to clean
and decarbon injectors. It has been improved in strength and effectiveness over the last two years and is now the best
product we’ve ever offered for fuel injector cleaning. BG Fuel Injection System Cleaner is far less useful than BG Air
Intake System Cleaner in cleaning the plenum, and is practically useless when vacuumed into a suction port. Do not
attempt to use it anywhere but the fuel rail.
BG ISC® Induction System Cleaner,™ Part No. 211: This product is appreciably less volatile than BG Air Intake
System Cleaner and for that reason we no longer recommend it for use in the plenum. You will simply not get BG ISC® to

vaporize and clean as effectively as BG Air Intake System Cleaner and will risk leaving deposits in the rear areas of the
plenum if you do. Also, BG ISC® may be used for fuel rail cleaning in extreme, hard-to-clean applications. Our most
common recommendation for BG ISC® is to use it exclusively in the cleaning of EGR or other
specialty applications.
NOTE: We do not recommend nor encourage creating “cocktails” of the above-mentioned products by mixing them with
each other for any BG Service. This practice may sound “exotic,” but it does not provide better cleaning. Please use each
single product on its own merit and use it correctly. You are only robbing yourselves of obtaining the best results possible
when you elect to deviate from these recommendations by mixing different products together.
Lastly, we know that as a “cost saving” practice, many people still use vacuum lines to draw our chemistries into the
engine for cleaning purposes. Instead, please use and promote the proper use of the BG 9210 tool. The use of this tool
with BG chemistry, will result in the most efficient and most effective mode of cleaning.

Using BG ISC®, Part No. 211, as an injector cleaner on GM Vortec systems
December 19, 2004 || 04-205
Previously BG had advised that using BG ISC® Induction System Cleaner,™ Part No. 211, through the rail to clean
injectors on GM Vortec systems could damage or destroy the fuel regulator diaphrams.
Several Distributors reported that they have been using BG ISC® in these systems without encountering any problems.
BG just finished a test involving several Vortec vehicles where BG ISC® was put through the fuel rail. We experienced no
problems in any of the vehicles tested. We believe some older vehicles may have been equipped with a less durable
diaphram and that may have caused some problems. However that does not seem to be an issue today.
We would suggest that you not use BG ISC® in the early model Vortec systems, but it is probably acceptable to use in
2000 model year and newer vehicles.

Harley Davidson motorcycle injector cleaning
October 12, 2004 || 04-200
Harley Davidson motorcycles have a dripless quick connect (QC) fuel fitting located on the bottom left of the fuel tank
(see picture). BG now has a female QC, Part No. 97882, that makes doing an injector service simple. This fitting is now
available and will soon be included in the BG Powersports Fuel Injector Cleaning System, Part No. 97902.

IV induction cleaning problems
October 12, 2004 || 04-201
BG has written before about the problems that may be encountered if you use the IV method of induction cleaning.
One problem is the efficiency using this method—it is inconsistent. Often only certain runners nearest the IV entrance to
the plenum get cleaned and there is no cleaning of the throttle body or idle control circuit.
Another problem is the damage that can occur to the vehicle’s vacuum lines if the IV route includes them. Often the larger
lines have a check valve in them which can easily be damaged by BG chemistry.
BG just received a copy of a page from Ford’s tech chat line where a tech is warning all other techs to STOP doing BG
induction services on 2004 F150 pickups. The tech claims the BG IV service wiped out the check valve in the main
vacuum line that he was using to do the IV service. It took hours to find the problem and fix it. The frame crossmember
had to be removed to get to the check valve on this particular vehicle.
The cheapest way of performing a service is not always the best!

BG Air Intake System cleaning short cut on 1998 and newer Chevy 3.8 V6
September 8, 2004 || 04-196
The 1998 and newer Chevy 3.8 V6 engine has an air inlet screen in the mouth of the air intake. This can make performing
a BG Air Intake System (AIS) cleaning difficult. If chemical is sprayed through the air inlet screen, the chemical tends to
run down the screen and drip out of the air intake. Removing the air inlet screen can be a challenge. The Mass Airflow
Sensor, located behind the screen, frequently causes the engine to stop running when sprayed with cleaner.

There is a short cut! Remove the Mass Airflow Sensor and disconnect from the wiring harness. Place the BG 9206 spray
nozzle in the hole where the Mass Airflow Sensor was removed (see photo). Follow the typical BG AIS cleaning service
directions from that point to complete the service.
Always allow vehicle to run after service so that any residual chemical left behind will be purged from the engine. Test
drive vehicle to check for diagnostic trouble codes or any other problems that may arise. If vehicle cannot be driven, allow
it to idle for 15 minutes.

BG VW Diesel Air Intake and Exhaust Cleaning Service
August 31, 2004 || 04-195
The current instructions for the BG VW Diesel Air Intake and Exhaust Cleaning System, Part No. 9250, include how to
check the turbo rotor to be sure it is working before proceeding with the service.
Reports from the field indicate that while many vehicles are brought to the shop because of turbo problems, some are
being diagnosed as restricted intake and EGR issues only. When the BG 9250 service is complete, the vehicles still don’t
perform, then the turbo problems are found and the BG service is blamed for the turbo problems.
In the BG 9250 instructions are procedures for determining if the rotor in the turbo is free and spinning by simply
checking for air flow at the end of the air boot before it connects to the EGR valve and plenum. This procedure will not
tell you if the waste gate is stuck or inoperative.
The following test will help ensure that all aspects of the turbo system are functioning.
Complete Turbo Assembly Testing Procedure

With the air boot removed at the mouth of the EGR valve, make sure there is some air blowing out of the boot. At idle the
amount will be small but definitely noticeable.

If there is no air coming out of the boot, one of the following conditions
is indicated:
• Turbo rotor may be stuck
• Severe exhaust leak before the turbo
• Severe fresh air leak coming out of turbo
If there is air coming out of the air boot, continue turbo system testing by locating the vacuum line coming from the
vacuum dash pot mounted on the turbo. This dash pot is located on the bottom of the turbo but the vaccuum
hose is easily accessed with the engine shroud removed (see photo).
Remove vacuum line and use a vacuum gauge to make certain there is vacuum being supplied to line. At idle the gauge
should read roughly 10 inches although this will not operate the vacuum dash pot on the turbo. Use a Mighty-Vac or
similar tool capable of pulling 18-20 inches of vacuum and connect to the end of the hose going to the vacuum dash pot
on the turbo.
With engine idling and air boot disconnected, take note of the amount of air flow coming out of the boot. Then engage the
vacuum source and pull 18-20 inches of vacuum on the dash pot. You should notice a dramatic increase in the air flow
coming out of the air boot. The increase in air flow should be sustained as long as you have vacuum on the dash pot.
If the air flow does not increase but vacuum is sustained with no leak:
• Waste gate lever is frozen or broken
• Vacuum hose is collapsing or is plugged
If air flow initially increases then drops off:
(Should notice a drop in vacuum as well.)
• Vacuum dash pot on turbo is defective
• Leak in the vacuum line to the dash pot.
Any defects found in the turbo function should be repaired before proceeding with BG services.

Short cutting BG “flush” services
August 18, 2004 || 04-193
Today, many BG services are designed around a piece of equipment because it is needed to install BG flush products and
inhibitors and to exchange fluids after the flush has been performed. Questions continue to come in from the field asking
about the consequences of installing BG flush chemicals without doing the fluid exchange afterwards. The answer should

always be “NO!” Performing automatic transmission, power steering, cooling system, and engine flushes without
removing the old contaminated fluid afterward is asking for catastrophic component failure. BG flush chemicals are
designed to be installed into components, allowed to clean for a short period and then be removed by either draining the
host fluid or exchanging the host fluid out of the component. Occasionally BG gets calls about a product or flush getting
installed into a component only to discover that a drain or exchange cannot be performed. With facts in hand, BG tech
service personnel may give advice that the risk of damage is low enough that it doesn’t warrant extreme measures to
remove the flush. Don’t take this as a blanket statement that it’s okay to skip the exchange step on a regular basis.

BG Powersports Inject-A-Flush® Fuel Injector Cleaning System
May 27, 2004 || 04-190
BG has designed a fuel injection cleaning system for the powersports industry. This tool will make it possible to service
fuel-injected motorcycles and all other recreational vehicles, as well as fuel systems on carbureted vehicles.
The BG Powersports Inject-A-Flush® Fuel Injector Cleaning System, Part No. 97902, comes complete with a supply tool,
fittings and case.
The system uses BG Fuel Injection System Cleaner, Part No. 210, to clean injectors; BG Air Intake System Cleaner, Part
No. 4068, to clean the throttle plates; BG Supercharge® II, Part No. 202, or BG CF5®, Part No. 203, added to the tank to
complete the service and help stabilize the fuel. However, for two-cycle systems which require oil mixed with the fuel,
only BG Wake Runner® Engine Tune, Part No. 217, should be used to clean the injector and engine. At the completion of
this service, Part No. 202 or 203 can be added to help stablize the fuel.
Advantages:
• BG will generate more revenue for the service department.
• The powersports industry faces the same dirty injector driveability problems that has plagued the automotive industry for
years.
• Most fuel pumps are located in the fuel tank. Anytime repairs are made the tank has to be reinstalled to test-run the
vehicle. The BG Powersports Inject-A-Flush® Fuel Injector Cleaning System will make it easy to test-run these vehicles.
Anytime repairs are made the injectors are cleaned and, once again, more revenue is generated for the service department.
The BG Powersports Inject-A-Flush® Fuel Injector Cleaning System will help us get our foot in the door of a booming
industry. Don’t miss this opportunity.

Injector cleaning on 2002 and newer Chevy TrailBlazer
March 15, 2004 || 04-180
Most Chevy vehicles have a fuel test port (Schrader valve) under the hood that makes it easy to perform a fuel injection
service. The 2002 and newer Chevy TrailBlazers do have a Schrader valve, but it’s located in a strange place. It’s located
under the vehicle on the driver side next to the fuel filter.

The injector cleaning service can be performed as usual by using the appropriate BG service tool with Schrader valve
fitting, Part No. 97800.
Caution should be used when threading onto the Schrader valve. The Schrader valve is plastic and can be cross threaded
easily.
Note: Vehicle fuel pressure normally runs at 48–53 PSI. Service tool pressure should be set at 40 PSI.
Note: Disabling the fuel system can be done by removing the fuel relay located under the hood on the driver’s side fender.

VW gasoline models with intake valve deposits
March 1, 2004 || 04-178
Apparently, VW is telling some of their service centers to use BG ISC® Induction System Cleaner,TM Part No. 211,
through the fuel rail to clean up intake valve deposits.
This is great except they are not specifying that they must use BG tools.
Warning: BG ISC® Induction System Cleaner,TM Part No. 211, will quickly destroy supply tools furnished by anyone
other than BG, including OTC, Wynn’s, etc. Please be sure to pass the word to your VW customers. VW said they would
make this clarification to their service centers as soon as possible.

BG AIS cleaning and Idle Air Control motors
January 15, 2004 || 04-174
To prevent most IAC (Idle Air Control) motor failures from an AIS cleaning, the vehicle must be allowed to idle for 15
minutes after the service. This will allow for any residual chemical that may have seeped into the IAC motor to
evaporate. If the vehicle is turned off any chemical left behind is allowed to work on the IAC motor, possibly causing

damage. Some IAC motors are so sensitive that even turning the engine off for a couple of minutes to put the air intake
system back together is enough to destroy it. Always allow vehicle to idle for 15 minutes after service to help prevent
IAC failures.
Special Cautions
Ford Motor Company has several designs of IAC motors. ne of the IAC motors in use has a 3/4˝ black vent cap on one
side. This IAC motor has a diaphragm that is very susceptible to the chemistry used during an AIS Cleaning. his
diaphragm will be destroyed if the AIS Cleaning is performed.
This IAC motor is located it two different spots. One is located at the rear of the plenum. The IAC motor pulls air from a
hose that goes between the air intake and the IAC motor. To service this system, you must remove the hose from the air
intake and set hose aside. Start the engine to perform AIS service. The IAC motor has been bypassed so the engine will
run during this procedure. he other IAC motor is located at the front of the plenum at the throttle plates. Remove the IAC
motor and leave electrical connector plugged in so a diagnostic code will not be set. Use BG Ford IV plate, Part No.
97897, in place of the IAC motor. he Ford IV plate has a vented cap that will allow the vehicle to idle normal. Connect
BG Non-Pressurized Supply Tool, Part No. 9242, to the Ford IV plate. Start vehicle, open ball valve on supply tool and
the induction cleaning will be performed.
Mazda also has an IAC motor that will be destroyed if the AIS cleaning is performed. Use BG Mazda IV plate, Part No.
97873, in place of the IAC motor. The Mazda IV plate has a vented cap that will allow the vehicle to idle normal.
Connect BG Non-Pressurized Supply Tool, Part No. 9242, to the Mazda IV plate. Start vehicle, open ball valve on supply
tool and the induction cleaning will be performed.

New Demo for BG Fuel Injection System Cleaner
December 22, 2003 || 03-173
Below is a successful demonstration method for BMW used in October in Porto, Portugal, at the BMW importer’s service
center:
Connect the Siemens BMW Diagnostic Center to the automobile and warm up the engine to operating temperature.
Pour two cans of BG Fuel Injection System Cleaner, Part No. 210, into the BG supply tool.
Connect the BG supply tool to the fuel rail. If the vehicle has a Schrader valve connection, such as with the BMW 525,
then remove the check valve from the Schrader valve and connect the BG service hose directly to the fuel rail with the BG
adapter 97815.
Make certain the valve on the BG supply tool is closed.
Set the pressure at 2,3 Bar (or 32 PSI). This pressure is lower than the operating pressure of the fuel regulator, so it is not
necessary to block the return line.
Switch the mode of the Siemens BMW Diagnostic Center to “Cylinder Balance Test.” In this mode the tester is measuring
dynamic compression. ormal readings for the cylinders are between 0 and 2,5. A reading that is higher than 2,5 indicates
the engine is not running evenly. riveability complaints will be: rough idle, hesitation under acceleration and lack of
power.
While the cleaning is taking place, watch the screen of the diagnostic center carefully, you will see the cylinder balance
values start to line up to top factory specifications.
This is a knock out demonstration!

Do not forget to add a can of BG 44K®, PN 208, to the tank after the service has been completed in order to give a
continued cleaning service.
Thanks to Bob Stewart of BG International who says this is a “knock out demo.”

BG Air Intake System (AIS) Cleaning—3.3 Chrysler
September 22, 2003 || 03-168

Some 3.3 Chryslers have the vacuum tube going to the EGR control solenoid
located at the bottom of the plenum (see picture). When doing AIS cleaning on this type of system chemical can run down
the vacuum tube into the solenoid causing it to fail. This will happen when the vehicle isn’t run for the appropriate amount
of time after the service. One of two things can be done to prevent this failure. One: remove vacuum hose and plug it. This
will prevent any chemical from getting into the solenoid. Second: the vehicle must be allowed to idle for 15 minutes after
the service. This will allow for any residual chemical to evaporate and not run down the vacuum hose.
This type of failure can happen on any vehicle on any type of solenoids, sensors, relays, modules, switches or valves if
the vehicle isn’t allowed run time after the service.
ALWAYS allow vehicle to run after service. ny residual chemical left behind will be purged from the engine. est drive
vehicle to check for diagnostic trouble codes or any other problems that may arise. If vehicle cannot be driven allow it
to idle for 15 minutes.

Cleaning electronically controlled throttle body
July 3, 2003 || 03-164
Most automotive manufacturers are starting to use an electronically controlled throttle body. A mechanical cable is not
used to connect the throttle body to the accelerator pedal. The throttle body houses the throttle plate, and electric actuator
motor, throttle position sensors and gears. Pedal position sensors along with inputs from other sensors set the throttle
blade to predetermined positions.
It has been questioned whether the BG Air Induction Cleaning Service can be performed without damage. Here at BG
Products, we have cleaned several of these units successfully using the BG Air Intake Cleaning system. Make sure the
engine is running at all times during the service. The vacuum created by the engine will suck the product past the actuator
motor preventing damage.
We do not recommend using BG Air Intake System Cleaner, PN 406, on this system. Spraying the 406 directly where the
throttle plate shaft enters the electric actuator motor may allow product to enter the motor causing damage.
ALWAYS allow vehicle to run after a BG Air Induction Service. Any residual cleaner left behind will be purged from the
engine. Test drive vehicle to check for diagnostic trouble codes or any other problems that may arise. If vehicle cannot be
driven allow it to idle for 20 minutes.

BG Air Intake System Cleaning Service and turbocharged or supercharged
engines
January 11, 2003 || 03-156
See Tech Tip No. 15-377 for update on this topic.
Please be advised NOT to use any BG induction chemistry to clean the Air Intake System on vehicles equipped with
turbocharged or supercharged engines. Product penetration through the intake seals of the induction air fans may result
in possible bearing failure. Again, DO NOT attempt to clean these type of air-inducted engines! However, you may still
clean injectors and EGR systems which come into play after the compressor.

Leaky Injector Service on 1998 and Newer Honda Accords
October 30, 2002 || 02-149

There have been many concerns about product leaking while performing BG injector cleaning
service on 1998 and newer Honda Accords. The leakage happens when the BG 12mm banjo w/1/4″ male flare, Part No.
97805, is used to enter the fuel system at the fuel rail. This is a banjo fitting requiring sealing washers on each side. When
the Honda factory washer is used with the BG fitting, the seal is not leak-proof.
BG offers a sealing washer, BG 1/2″ (12mm) washer, Part No. PF80280, (located
on the BG PF10 and BG PF12 Parts Price List) that will allow the service to be
performed without leakage.

Cleaning Ford Throttle Plates
February 11, 2002 || 02-139
Some Ford throttle plates have a clear outer coating to help prevent deposit build-up. However, even with the
special coating, the build up of deposits still occurs.

Cleaning the throttle plates with BG Air Intake System Cleaner, Part No. 206 or 406, or BG ISC® Induction System
CleanerTM, Part No. 211, will remove the deposit build-up along with the clear coating. This does not adversely affect the
operation of the vehicle in any way.
Regular preventive maintenance with BG products will help keep the throttle plate clean and trouble free, even
without the presence of the clear coating.
Warning: High mileage Fords may experience a higher than normal idle condition after cleaning the plenum. This is
caused by the slight gap, which is created when the plenum and/or throttle plates come together and wear. The high idle
condition is caused by removing the deposits located between the plenum and throttle thus exposing this gap, and not by
removing the special coating off the throttle plates. High mileage Fords need to be checked for this condition before a
plenum cleaning is performed. If the wear gap is present, the throttle body should be replaced.

Injector cleaning on 2000 and newer Toyota Camry’s and Corolla’s
January 4, 2002 || 02-135
By disconnecting the fuel line located on the drivers side between the engine and the bulkhead the injectors can be
serviced without any problems.
To improve the performance of the service the vehicle should be at operating temperature.
Disable the fuel system and disconnect the fuel line (see picture). For safety, use BG fitting #57 with a cap to block off the
fuel line coming from the tank. Put BG fitting #14 on the fuel line going to the rail. Hook up the BG service tool, adjust
the air pressure between 44 and 50psi, start the vehicle and perform the service.
Disconnect the BG service tool. Reconnect fuel system and the service is complete.

Injector cleaning on late model Toyota pick-ups
January 4, 2002 || 02-133
The late model Toyota Pick-Ups are equipped with a multi-port fuel injection system. This system uses a supply and
return fuel line system with fuel pressures between 38–44 PSI. The fuel injectors can be serviced by the following steps:

Disable fuel system by disconnecting the fuel relay.

Injector cleaning on late model Nissans
July 23, 2001 || 01-127B
The late model Nissans are equipped with a multiport fuel injection system. This system uses a supply and return fuel line
system with fuel pressures between 34–43 PSI.

The fuel injectors can be serviced by the following steps.
• Disable fuel system by disconnecting the fuel
pump fuse.
• Use BG fitting #74 to connect to the supply fuel line
(see photo).
• Locate the return fuel line and pinch it off
(see photo).
• Hook up service tool and perform the service.
Reconnect fuel system and the service is complete.

Injector cleaning on late model Toyota pick-ups
July 23, 2001 || 01-127

Late model Toyota pick-ups are equipped with a multiport fuel injection system. This system uses a supply and return fuel
line system with fuel pressures between 38–44 PSI.
The fuel injectors can be serviced by the following steps.
• Disable fuel system by disconnecting the fuel relay.
• Use BG fitting #74 to connect to the supply fuel line
(see photo).
• Locate the return fuel line and pinch it off
(see photo).
• Hook up service tool and perform the service.
Reconnect fuel system and the service is complete.

Plenum cleaning on mazdas with new IAC adaptor
June 8, 2001 || 01-126

The BG Mazda IAC Adaptor Plate, Part No. 97873, has been developed to eliminate IAC failures. Remove the IAC
motor, install the adaptor and the plenum can be cleaned safely.

After the adaptor has been installed, adjust the center part of the adaptor until it bottoms out in the IAC port. Install a
non-pressurized supply tool to the vented cap. Start vehicle, open ball valve on supply tool and perform plenum cleaning
service.
The idle on the vehicle may have to be increased to keep the engine running, but keep the idle as low as possible for best
results. Do not allow vehicle to idle over 1500 RPM or the catalytic converter will overheat.
Remove adaptor, reconnect the IAC motor to complete service.
Always drive the vehicle immediately after service to remove all cleaner
from the engine.

Flushing EGR passages and exhaust passage at the same time.
March 1, 2001 || 01-114A
The BG EGR Service Tool manual says not to flush the EGR passage and the exhaust tube simultaneously. However, it
has now been proven that instead of overheating the catalaytic converter by doing both services at once, it actually has a
cooling effect. The additional amount of raw fuel causes a rich condition and the shortage of the proper amount of oxygen
slows catalization and cools the converter.
In short form: It is alright to do EGR and exhaust tube simultaneously (but not the EGR and plenum).
Never allow RPM to continuously exceed 1500 on any form of induction or EGR service or the catalaytic converter may
overheat.

AIS Cleaning Service May Set Trouble Code
April 4, 2000 || 00-105b

Occasionally, when using the BG AIS Cleaning Tool Kit, Part No. 9206, at engine idle speed, a trouble code may be set.
This happens at the very beginning of the service when the BG 9206 suddenly produces a highly rich condition that the
computer can compensate for quickly.
The solution is simple. Start the BG 9206 service at about 20 PSI and after 30 seconds or so increase it to 40 PSI and after
another 30 seconds go to desired pressure. This gives the computer time to adjust to the rich condition. Remember, never
exceed 1500 rpm or the catalytic converter will overheat.
Related Subject: If you want vehicles with the Mass Air Flow Sensor located in the boot to run with boot off, unplug the
sensor. A code will usually set which will have to be cleared with a scan tool on OBDII (95-up) systems or by
disconnecting the battery for 3 minutes or so on older systems.
shows partial plugging use a third can of chemical.

Oxygen Sensor and Spark Plug Misfire Codes May Be the Result of a “MudSlide”
April 4, 2000 || 00-105c
Oxygen sensor and spark plug misfire codes may set on high mileage vehicles after cleaning EGR and plenum areas that
contained large deposits caused for whatever reason.
The codes are set because a “mud slide” of slime coats the Oxygen Sensor(s) and/or the spark plugs. The amount of slime
versus mileage will vary with driving conditions and fuel quality. Generally vehicles with over 60,000 miles that have not
been serviced are suspect for needing additional cleaning. The written procedures for EGR and plenum cleaning are
designed at preventive maintenance levels. For these high-deposit systems, more cleaner will be needed.
Remember, the vehicle must be driven for 15 minutes or let idle for 30 minutes to dry out and allow computer to
relearn Long Term Fuel Trim.

Hot Wire on GM 3.1 Plenum
April 4, 2000 || 00-105d
To run the GM 3.1 with the boot off, unplug the Mass Airflow Sensor. Chemical will not bother the sensor hot wire. The
throttle may have to be cracked if it doesn’t seem to be getting enough air.

GM 3.1 EGR Systems Hints for Better Cleaning
April 4, 2000 || 00-105e
The GM 3.1 EGR system is one of the most difficult to clean because of its tiny passage ways and heat problems. To
improve cleaning, start vehicle with EGR tool connected using the vented cap. Immediately open valve on supply tool for
one minute while vehicle is still in open loop operation. Turn off tool and wait for vehicle to go into closed loop and then
continue the service as normal. Exhaust side of this system stays relatively clean, if the intake side shows partial plugging
use a third can of chemical.

BG EGR Service tips

March 6, 2000 || 00-103b
We have received calls about EGR systems that we do not have adaptor plates to fit. Actually, we never intended to
service all EGR systems because several designs have no runners or internal chambers to plug. These systems are usually
easy to identify because the EGR valve is either mounted directly to the air tunnel part of the plenum or it has one single
1/2” diameter or larger, external tube that runs to the air tunnel. This is not to say that we haven’t missed one along the
way that we should be doing, so please let us know if this is the case.
3.1 GM V6 D-plate exhaust side
Question: On GM 3.1, why does air blow back through the supply tank? Why does the exhaust tube cleaning port in the
EGR plate not line up with the port in the manifold?
Answer: The nose of the exhaust tube flush adaptor is not aligned with the hole in the manifold and is being blocked off.
This causes pressure to be routed into the supply tank instead of the manifold. Sometimes the adaptor position can be
readjusted by loosening the bolts and sliding the plate a little closer to the center of the exhaust port. The sure fix is to add
a second EGR gasket to raise the plate up so product and air can flow across the bottom of the plate to the hole. We are
looking at ways of altering the plate in the future to eliminate this condition.
Lame but true excuses: The exhaust tube flush port in the plate is as close to the intake flush port as it will go. There are
several other applications for this plate, and the alignment is O.K. for those. The 3.1 models we tested actually used the Eplate.

EGR Service Notes
February 21, 2000 || 00-102b
A Feb, ’99 issue of “Motor” magazine highlighted some GM trucks which experience sticky EGR valves. Since this is an
ideal market for our BG EGR Service, I will list the models cited. These trucks experience symptoms such as surge,
knock, rough idle, stall, and DTC P1406 code settings. All these conditions relate to a stuck EGR valve. Listed below are
the two problem vehicles:
• 1995 non-OBD II GM trucks with the 4.3 liter V6.
• Chevrolet and GMC S/T models with a VCMX-A controlled 4.3-liter V6 (VIN W)
The OEM cure for this problem is to use the scan tool to reprogram the PCM, to set the EGR to a fully “open” position,
and then set it into a fully “closed” position. By doing this, it is hoped that the carbon deposits will be stroked off the EGR
valve.
This procedure is not a very effective or positive approach in actually removing the troublesome deposits. BG EGR
Service restores the EGR passages to a “like-new” condition, rather than just pushing the deposits somewhere else. Using
these facts when promoting the benefits of our system will help show the tremendous advantages we offer through BG
EGR Service.

Using 9210 as a supply tool for EGR service
January 4, 2000 || 00-101

We have cautioned in previous writings about the importance of changing filters in the 9210 tools before using them as
non pressurized supply tools for the EGR service.
The CV10 check valve used in the bottom half of the 9210 is actually adjustable and some are set too tight for proper
vacuum withdrawal from the tank. On most of the CV10’s there is not sufficient adjustment available to get it to function
properly under vacuum.
If you have installed a new filter in the 9210 and it still takes longer than 5-6 minutes to empty 11 ounces of product then
you may need “gut” the CV10 check valve.
Separate the bottom assembly between the CV10 check valve and the BG 22 ball valve. This will expose the end of the
CV10 that contains the retaining screw. Remove the screw, spring and ball and discard. Reassemble the 9210 using Teflon
tape and pressure test to check for leaks.
We have begun removing the valve here on 9210 and 9210 LBC’s. Any serial number above 18019 on the 9210 and
18009 on the LBC will not contain the CV10.
We still strongly recommend that you purchase a BG 9242 Non Pressurized Supply Tool that is especially designed for the
EGR Service.

“NO LOOPS” Fuel Induction Cleaning
February 19, 1999 || 99-91e
“NO LOOPS” Fuel Induction Cleaning
BG receives calls about “looping” some fuel rails on late model vehicles and the lack of proper adaptors. Most late model
engines are equipped with an external fuel pressure regulator and in these situations hook-up requires no looping. Two
known exceptions are the GM Vortec where the regulator is buried in the plenum and some late model Chryslers that have
the fuel regulator in the tank.
The instructions for “No Loop” hook-ups are listed under procedure “A” in the newest BG Fuel Induction System
Cleaning Instruction Manual, Part No. 9200, dated September 1997. If you or your customers do not have this newest
edition, we strongly recommend that you get one. Here is the procedure in a nut shell:
If the fuel rail has a schrader valve, connect the BG 9210 or BG 9220 tool but do not pressurize. Remove and plug the
vacuum hose to the pressure regulator. Leave it off and plugged for the entire service. Start the vehicle and read the lower
gauge to determine the setting of this regulator. Adjust the pressure on the supply tool to 5 psi below this setting. Cut the
power to the fuel pump and do the service, no need to disconnect any fuel line.
If the fuel rail has no schrader valve, you must remove the supply side fuel line and connect the supply tool to the fuel
rail at this point. The rest of the procedure is the same and no loops are required.

WARNING! Ring “Free” Service
February 19, 1999 || 99-91a

We have another incident where BG ISC® Induction System Cleaner,TM Part No. 211, was poured in the cylinders of a
vehicle to unstick rings, but it did more! It cut the paint on the oil pan which in turn plugged the oil screen and, well…you
know the rest of the story.
We discussed this hazard in a bulletin some months back but apparently the message did not get to everyone so we are
taking this opportunity with this latest incident to again warn about doing this ring “free” service. Many oil pans are
painted on the inside, not just a few. If you cannot tell which ones are, then we recommend you do NOT do this service.
This is not a BG prescribed service because of these and other risk factors. It isn’t that the service doesn’t unstick
rings, because it does—its the other things it unsticks that we must worry about.

